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NEBRASKA TAXPAYERS FOR FREEDOM ISSUE PAPER;
THE SINISTER REASONS FOR BIDEN OPEN BORDERS.

BACKGROUND.  As thousands of illegal aliens continue to pour across our southern and northern borders, the Biden 
Regime refuses to take constructive action to stop this flow of poor, uneducated, desperate, and possibly malicious 
migrants.  Current federal laws and border security personnel and measures could stop this tidal wave, yet the Regime 
refuses to avail itself of these options and instead actively assists this migration by transporting thousands of these 
unvetted illegal aliens across the country and dumping them into cities and hamlets at taxpayer expense, where they then 
will become taxpayer burdens on local residents.  Patriotic Americans now realize the reason for this catch and release 
mechanism.  The Biden Regime wants to replace our population with malleable foreigners who have no knowledge of our 
republican form of government and who willingly will become docile workers and voters for the Socialist Democrat 
Party.  

THE REPLACEMENT MECHANISM.  The Biden Regime and its Socialist Democrat allies plan a great replacement, 
to replace the current electorate, voters now casting conservative ballots, with more obedient 3rd World migrants.  This 
uncontrolled immigration threatens our future as a unique nation with our unique culture and identity.  The nonpartisan 
Public Religion Research Institute found that 60% of Republicans agree that immigrants are invading our nation and 
replacing our cultural and ethnic background.  75% of Trump supporters agree.  According to the NORC Center for Public
Affairs Research, 1/3rd of Americans believe that U.S. citizens lose our economic, political, and cultural influence because 

of illegal immigration.  Demographic change is the key to Socialist Democrat 
political ambitions in order to win and maintain electoral power and never lose
another election.  In 2013, Politico concluded that amnesty for millions of 
illegal aliens would produce an electoral bonanza for Democrats and cripple 
Republican prospects in many states they now win easily. In 2014, James G. 
Gimpel, a professor of government at the U. of Maryland, College 
Park, published a study that found the "flow of illegal immigrants into the 
country—29.5 million from 1980 to 2012—has remade and continues to 
remake the nation's electorate in favor of the Democratic Party."  
A comprehensive report by the American Enterprise Institute, the Brookings 

Institution, and the Center for American Progress reached a similar conclusion in 2016: In the long run, demography 
favors the Democrats. In 2018, CNN host Michael Smerconish discussed with demographer Rogelio Saenz about his book
THE VANISHING WHITE AMERICAN, revealing that demographic trends connected to illegal immigration spell doom 
for the GOP. All of this viewed as a legitimate political strategy for Democrats.  Prepare for mass demonstrations 
organized to prevent repatriation of illegal aliens, whom liberal churchmen and media and George Soros-backed non-
government organizations describe as a blessing that continues to enrich us.  Attempts to remove them will appear as 
tantamount to resurrecting the Nazi Party.

CENSUS HELP.  The National Census occurs every 10 years.  Its purpose is to gain an accurate count of all the residents
of the states, not merely citizens. Socialist Democrats are using the illegal alien influx to gain extra votes for Congress and
the presidency, using the U.S. Census that counts illegals in determining the number of congressional districts and 
representatives, giving the Dems additional seats in Congress and electoral college votes which base on House seats.  The 
Dems already are using this ruse to allow illegals to vote in local elections, e.g., NYC, and eliminate conservative 
opposition. The demographics of each state determine the balance of power in Washington, D.C. We have seen change in 
the last few years as people leave the Democrat states of New York and California for the GOP states of Florida and 
Texas. This change resulted in Dem states losing a representative and GOP states gaining one each.  The U.S. Census 
Bureau recently released data showing almost 1.4 million residents fled California and New York in 2022.  These 2 states 
will not attract back the people who fled to other states. Democrats are not going to convince conservative voters to 
return.  So, the Dems decided on drastic measures. They opened the southern border and let thousands of illegals invade 
our country every month. They then use non-government liberal and religious organizations to transport these illegals to 
predetermined locations and swell the population in Dem states, thus securing their political power. The millions of 
illegals who have crossed our borders during the Biden Regime number more residents than in 34 states. More 
importantly, those people represent 10 congressional districts, which pleases the Democrats. Illegals never have to become
citizens or vote. They have done their job. They have secured the seats of Jerry Nadler, Alexandria Cortez, Ilhan Omar, 
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and more radicals, precisely what the Democrats wanted. The cost, crime, drugs, and illegal weapons that come with these
migrants are what the rest of us get.1 With population shifts from one state to another, immigration will continue to 
significantly redistribute political power in Washington, D.C.  California gained 11 more seats in 2020.  Of the 26 seats 
that conservatives lost in 2020, 24 are from states that voted for Trump in 2016. Of states that will gain House seats 
because of illegal immigration, 19 seats will go to the solidly Democratic states of California, New York, New Jersey, 
Massachusetts, and Illinois. Being a magnet for illegal immigration increases the power of a California vote relative to an 
individual in another state with less population boost from illegal immigration. This creates a perverse incentive 
encouraging illegal immigration and resettlement to increase political power. Texas is the only solidly Republican state 
that gains, while Florida is a swing state.  Illegal aliens redistributed 8 seats, with Ohio, Michigan, Missouri, Minnesota, 
Alabama, Idaho, West Virginia, and Rhode Island each losing 1 seat in 2020.2

THE PROOF.   Leftist Cong. Yvette Clarke (N.Y.) acknowledged that the influx of illegals benefits Socialist Democrats 
for redistricting purposes, expressing the need for more of them in her district.  “I’m from Brooklyn, New York. We have 
a diaspora that can absorb a significant number of these migrants,” Clarke said.3  Clarke, who has served on the House 
Committee on Homeland Security, continued, "When I hear colleagues talk about, you know, the doors of the inn being 
closed — ah, no room at the inn — I'm saying I need more people in my district just for redistricting purposes."  "And 
those members could clearly fit here," added Clarke, referencing illegal aliens. Democrats have fought for years to redraw
the New York congressional map to ensure Republicans no longer have a chance in 2-6 swing districts from Long Island 

to Syracuse.  Conservatives and Republicans have suggested that Clarke's 
shocking admission confirms that the border crisis is intentional, that the 
Democrat aim always has sought to import new voting blocs. Leftist elites 
seek to replace increasingly unsympathetic citizen populations with foreign 
nationals to cement their hold on power, not only in political institutions but in
cultural institutions.  Clarke led 65 of her leftist colleagues in sending a letter 
to the Biden Regime to provide immediate relief and protection for illegal 
aliens, specifically black people.4 Democrats and progressive activists, based 
on their own rhetoric over the years, subscribe to a replacement theory more 

than anyone else.  As VP, Biden said that a constant and unrelenting stream of immigration would reduce Americans of 
"white European stock" to an absolute minority and that this was a source of our Dem strength. Senate Democrats have 
launched an ambitious, politically dangerous effort to smash through decades of legislative inaction on immigration 
reform and provide a direct pathway to legal status for millions of illegal aliens. If these measures become law, they 
would reshape the legal landscape for immigrants, potentially providing the biggest overhaul of U.S. immigration statutes 
favoring illegals since the Reagan Administration and fulfilling a key pledge that Biden made during his 2020 campaign.

A DEPENDENT POPULATION.  Households led by illegal immigrants with U.S.-born children, known as “anchor 
babies,” are more likely to utilize welfare programs compared to households headed by U.S.-born individuals, according 
to a recent study by the Center for Immigration Studies (CIS).  The report indicates that about 59.4% of these illegal 
immigrant-led households participate in 1 or more welfare programs, compared to 39% of those led by native-born 

Americans. The CIS report also notes that several million illegals have statuses that allow them to obtain work 

authorizations, and with pending asylum claims, enable receipt of the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). Data derived 
from the Census Bureau 2022 Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) proves that many illegal aliens readily 
seek welfare programs for support.  According to the report, illegals can receive welfare on behalf of U.S.-born children, 
and illegal immigrant children can receive free school lunch/breakfast and WIC directly. Several states offer Medicaid to 
specific groups of illegal alien adults and children, and a few provide food stamps under the Supplemental Nutritional 

Assistance Program. The Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR) estimates that the total number of U.S.-
born children of illegal aliens in the U.S. as of June, 2023, is approximately 5.78 million, more than 4 times the population
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of Maine.  FAIR also shows that these individuals and their children impose a net annual cost of $150.6 billion on 
American taxpayers as of the beginning of 2023, about 20 times the annual budget of Maine state government.  Dem-
controlled states already are showering their new clientele with all kinds of taxpayer benefits, from subsidized housing 

and medical insurance to the right to participate in local elections. A huge array of Democrat judges and administrators 
will make sure that this largesse continues.  The Democrats have found a foolproof method to advance their goal of 
turning America into a one-party state. They can do this easily in staunch Dem states where no matter how shamelessly 
they cater to the masses of illegal aliens, it is impossible for them to lose elections.  Nor do Democratic voters seem to 
care that illegal aliens gain rights that American citizens do not enjoy, e.g., ability to fly without identification and 
entering the country without proof of vaccination. Our privileged newcomers released after having committed criminal 
acts, unlike pro-life demonstrators who now rot in prison.  All Democrats gleefully fully understand the consequences. 
Illegal aliens pouring into our cities and states, including the criminals among them, will eventually become Democratic 
voters lapping up welfare and even now help by their presence to expand Democrat representation in Congress.5

MEDIA CHEERLEADERS.  New York Times opinion columnist Charles Blow called the Trump 2016 victory a case of 
"white extinction anxiety." He cheered that the 2020 Census showed "the browning of America, the shrinking of the white 
population and the explosion of the nonwhite." Jennifer Rubin, an opinion columnist for The Washington Post, echoed 
Blow, tweeting that the census results heralded "a more diverse, more inclusive society,” adding,"[T]his is fabulous news. 
[N]ow we need to prevent minority White rule." 

PATRIOTS WEIGH IN.  Pres. Trump is righteously joining the frustration with the recent surge of illegal aliens at the 
southern U.S. border to raise the issue of voter fraud.  He repeatedly suggested that Democrats are encouraging migrants 
to flow into the country illegally in order to register them to vote in the 2024 election. “I think they really are doing it 
because they want to sign these people up to vote. I really do,” Trump said, “They can’t speak a word of English for the 
most part, but they’re signing them up.”  After the 2016 election, Trump declared in a private meeting with congressional 
leaders that he would have won the popular vote if not for the votes of 3-5 million illegals voting.  “Democrats are the 
problem,” he wrote, “They don’t care about crime and want illegal immigrants, no matter how bad they may be, to pour 
into and infest our Country, like MS-13. They can’t win on their terrible policies, so they view them as potential voters!” 
Billionaire Elon Musk also has exposed this shame on his social media platform X, claiming that Democrats are 
“importing voters.”

CONGRESSIONAL OPPOSITION.  Sen. Bill Hagerty (TN), a member of the Senate Rules Committee, introduced 
the Equal Representation Act,  legislation to ensure that only legal citizens count for congressional districts and the 
Electoral College map that determines presidential elections. 20 co-sponsors of the bill include Sen. Pete Ricketts (NE). 
Said Senator Blackburn, “Democrats have admitted the quiet part out loud as they continue to justify their open border 
policies: they just need a higher head count to help them acquire more seats in Congress and more dollars from the federal

government. This is wrong and un-American. Only U.S. citizens should be counted for 
purposes of congressional and Electoral College apportionment.” “President Biden, the 
self-proclaimed ‘defender of democracy,’ spent his first day in office signing an 
executive order that includes illegal immigrants in the count for how many 
Congressional districts and Electoral College votes a state gets,” said Senator 
Braun. Said Senator Britt, “Counting illegal aliens in the census and then awarding both 
more representation in Congress and more Electoral College votes to states with larger 
populations of illegal aliens effectively disenfranchises American citizens.”  Said 
Senator Budd, “To ignore the fundamental distinction between legal citizens and illegal 

aliens produces not only inaccurate data, but creates an incentive for policies that encourage illegal immigration. We are 
already facing the worst border crisis in American history.”  “When the Census Bureau counts the population it determines
congressional representation, funding for communities, and other things,” said Dr. Cassidy, “When dividing up 
congressional seats and federal dollars only American citizens should count.”  Senator Cramer declared that, “The Census 
is the foundation for representation in our political system, and any census which could include non-citizens in the 
apportionment count is gravely concerning. Illegal immigrants and non-citizens cannot vote and should not be used as 
pawns in redistricting games.” “Playing an active role in our nation’s democratic process is a benefit of U.S. 
citizenship,” said Senator Crapo, “I support the Equal Representation Act to guarantee the Electoral College is 
5 Blaze Media. Paul Gottfried, Democrats’ illegal immigration gambit paves the way for one-party rule, Feb. 26, 2024.
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apportioned to reflect accurately the number of American citizens in each state.”  “The current crisis at our border has 
made even Wyoming a border state—and the sanctuary states housing illegal aliens in gymnasiums, schools and other 
shelters aim to benefit greatly if this problem continues through the census,” said Senator Lummis, “We cannot allow 
these states to pad their population numbers due to their radical immigration policies.”  “Since 1820, the federal 

government has routinely utilized the Census to ask questions about citizenship 
status,” said Senator Ricketts, “This bill ends the current system that rewards 
sanctuary cities and states with more representation in Congress and electoral votes 
because of their larger illegal immigrant populations. Only citizens can vote in 
federal elections so it makes sense federal representation should be based on citizen 
population. This bill would provide the data and policy change needed to make that 
possible.”  “Illegal aliens have no right to congressional representation in this 
country,” said Senator Tuberville, “They shouldn’t even be here. Yet right now, tens 

of millions of illegal aliens are here and affecting the balance of power in Congress. 
The Equal Representation Act:

 Requires that the Census Bureau include a citizenship question on any future census to provide a greater 
understanding of the U.S. population and delineate between citizens and non-citizens for apportionment purposes;

 Prohibits non-citizens from being counted for purposes of congressional district and Electoral College 
apportionment; and

 Requires that the Census Bureau publicly report on certain demographic data.

TAKE ACTION NOW.  It is patently obvious that the Biden Regime, congressional Socialist Democrats, and leftwing 
groups gleefully take advantage of the illegal alien invasion in order to gain the populations in many states that would 
allow the Dems to outvote conservatives in every partisan election.  Also allow illegals, by increments, to become 
dependent upon the government, to win amnesty, then some winning work rights to compete with U.S. employees, then 
win citizenship to compete with conservative candidates, and finally become lackeys willing and eager to vote Democrat 
and help continue the Dem march towards socialism, with minimal legal counter processes available to conservatives.  
Unless we stop this thunderous trend, we will become strangers in our own land, losing our voting clout, our language, 
and our culture.  Using the above content, lobby your congressman and 2 senators to pass legislation to stop illegal 
immigration immediately, then vote in 2024 for conservative candidates who reflect our positions on illegal immigration 
and will begin deportation of illegals.  Email netaxpayers@gmail.com for congressional contact information and join our 
Project Immigration.  
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